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Communicating the Climate Science 
‘Perfect Storm’

-- Costs now for benefits in future generations (?)

-- Some beneficial impacts, but most not…

-- Impacts not linear (warm January, cool May days)

-- Weather vs. climate distinctions

-- Plusses, minuses of Polar Bear, melting glacier icons

-- Scientific evidence…. not ‘consensus’

-- Uncertainty a virtue…but uncertainty both ways

-- Win-wins…but science alone not determinative 
(world view, belief system, ethics, equity, religion, …)



State of the News Media
(http://www.journalism.org) 

• 1,000 to 1,500 newsroom jobs lost in 2010

• 30 % fewer newsroom employees than in 2000 

• Specialty and complex beats most affected

• Non-news execs on rise: (serve audience or 
advertisers paying most of bills; 7 of top 25 U.S. 
newspapers now owned by hedge funds

• Willingness (un) to pay: @ 3 dozen newspapers 
charge for web access; (1% of users agree to 
pay) [pay $5 monthly?]

http://www.journalism.org/




• Where we get our news:

– 41 % internet (national and international);

• 46 % all news (passing newspapers at 40%);

– 50 % local television news;

– 47 % (cell phones, IPads, etc.)  7 % ownership in 
January 2011, double from four months earlier;

– Cable down 13.7 % in 2010; prime-time down 16%

– Network broadcast news down 3.4 % (21.g million, 
continues three-decade trend)

– Morning broadcast news down 3 %, 12.4 million, 
continues sixth year)

– PBS NewsHour unchanged (1.1 million)



• Newspapers: weekday down 5 %, Sundays, 
down 4.5% (½ the losses of previous year)

• Online access does NOT compensate

• 40% read a daily in any form, 46% in 2008 and 
52% in 2006 (… ‘the last newspaper reader…’)

• Magazines: Six news magazines down 8.9% 

• Audio: News down 6%, but NPR up 3% (to 
27.2 million – up 58% since 2000.

• Local TV news: down 1.5% 



So. What’s a Climate Professional to Do? 

-- Play offense, not defense. (breakfast w/ eggheads);

-- Balance ≠ Accuracy (Science, not policy)

-- Name dropping (NAS, R.S., AGUs, AAAS, AMS, etc.)

-- Help media understand effects not linear, that weather ≠ 
climate (Hot January days, cool July)

-- Uncertainty cuts two ways. Play uncertainty as an 
advantage? Last time an advocate did?

-- New focus:  Niche pubs, audiences (gardening, fishing, 
snowboarding, etc., etc. etc.)

-- Ask their audience, their deadline, their story line

-- Nature abhors a vacuum, media a void – you fill it or 
someone else (!?) will


